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About This Game

Do you have what it takes to beat the Tharn? Players will take on the role of Dan, a loving and law abiding citizen. After some
disturbances in his neighborhood, Dan went t 5d3b920ae0
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Charging money for this game is a u2665u2665u2665u2665ing crime. The whole game takes about 15 minutes to play through.
There is no story, there are no puzzles. The game blatantly copied the basic gimmick of the Stanley Parable but with absolutely
no effort put in from anyone involved or any of the things that made that game interesting. There is nothing good about this
game. I am very dissapointed in Valve for allowing the creators of this game to charge for it and will be refunding the game. In
response to developer feedback: Mwester I understand you aren't some AAA game studio. I think this game has some promise,
you should definitely continue working on games, but as you said. This is a hobby. Its great that you are following something
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you enjoy, but I personally would advise you not to charge for your games at this point. Having your content available to all
would allow you to get more of an audience, and also, to be frank, this game is not worth money. I am sorry for my harsh
review, but as long as you are charging money for your games I think people should know what they are buying, because I feel it
is not apparant from your store page exactly what this game is.. I absolutely loved this game experience! It was clever, a bit
challenging and well primed for some (fingers crossed) DLC content to extend the story even further. I loved the graphical style,
and ambience. The narration is pretty funny, and I felt engaged all the way through. Great touch being able to manipulate
objects and loved the hacker console - super cool touch that added a bit more depth.. Deliberate calls to the stanley parable. Fun
puzzles and jokes. Reasonable premise. It is a bit short. Still worth it at the price. https://youtu.be/23Jhfxwq9SY. I would say the
only thing questionable about this game is the price. I personally had a lot of fun with this game. There were glitches that I have
yet to figure out if it was apart of the game, or just simple errors. I would say if you are interested in this game you should
certainly play it! It left me wondering if there was anything more or anything I missed, which in my opinion, is one of the
aspects I consider when questioning whether I like a game or not. Also, the music was just awesome. Here is my play through:
https://youtu.be/FNXsqTA-oUo
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